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Abstract

In this paper, we present a method for generating high
dynamic range (HDR) video through fusion of expo-
sure-controlled frames in a stationary video camera
system. Frames captured by commercial video cameras
have a limit dynamic range, even if we use auto-exposure
control (AEC), and these frames often show saturation
areas which may degrade the image quality. To overcome
these, in the video sequence alternating short and long
exposures, we combine neighboring frames using an im-
age fusion approach, since images under different
exposures have different visibility in a scene. When we 
fuse exposure frames, there are two considerations; con-
trolling exposures and handling moving objects. For the
first, we control short and long exposures with the AEC
approach. For the other, we adjust fusion masks to reduce
ghosting artifacts by moving objects. Our method has the
advantage of automatically selecting proper exposure
times to make outputs more visible than fixed exposure
ones. It also reduces motion blur distortion caused by
moving objects in output frames, by using the maskad-
justment method which is simpler and faster than frame 
registration methods.To verify the proposed method, we 
show experimental results using a real scene.

1 Introduction

The real world scene contains a wide dynamic range of
illuminance(radiance) values(up to 1:500,000). The
brightness captured by commercial digital cameras or
camcorders(using CCD or CMOS sensors), is generally
8bit-levels (1:256). Because these low dynamic range de-
vices cannot span several orders of magnitude in the scene
and cannot map all illuminance values to 256 pixel values
as shown in Fig.1, the captured images often show over-
or under-saturated regions as seen in Fig.2. To solve this
problem, many researchers have studied HDR imaging or
the HDR video algorithm with multiple exposures.

One of those HDR methods is the radiance map ap-
proach. It obtains a full radiance map of the scene using
multi-exposure images[1, 2] and then compresses the map
for a display using a tone-mapping method[5, 6, 7]. For
video sequences, Yourganov[3] alters the shutter speeds
and combines two images into one which has a higher
dynamic range. However, the moving object problem, as 
well as an exposure control, is not handled. Kang et al.[8]
obtains the source video sequence alternating long and
short exposure frames, and then generates HDR video
frames from neighboring three exposure frames through

HDR stitching and temporal tone-mapping. However, the
exposure control algorithm is not given concretely and it 
takes a long computation time to register frames with dif-
ferent exposures in HDR stitching process.

Another HDR method, the image fusion approach [4,
11], is simpler and faster than the radiance map approach. 
But they use fixed exposures and are not concerned with
the moving object problems. Recently, Youm[10] selects 
short and long exposure times from auto exposure time
using a camera response curve and fuses these three ex-
posure images. It also handles moving object problems
using moving object regions between images with differ-
ent exposures. However, an accurate camera curve is 
needed in order to get proper short and long exposure
times and find reasonable moving object regions. Extend-
ing this approach to video sequences, this paper addresses
the problem of controlling exposures and handling moving
objects without a camera response curve.

Our work obtains video sequences alternating short and
long exposures and then combines neighboring exposure
frames, which is a similar framework to Kang et al.[8].
However, we specifically present exposure control algo-
rithm based on AEC setting, which selects proper short
and long exposures and combine consecutive two expo-
sure frames using the pyramid based fusion approach.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the overall proposed algorithm and we present each stage
of our work; exposure control in section 3 and fusion of
neighboring frames in section 4. In section 5 we show the
experimental results. In section 6, we conclude this paper

Figure 1. Mapping HDR illuminance of scenes to 
8bit value of display devices makes low contrast.
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2 The Proposed HDR Video Algorithm 

Our algorithm has the overall flow shown in Fig.3 and 
consists of two parts; exposure control during capturing 
frames and fusion of neighboring ones handling moving 
objects. Each stage has an overview as follows. 

Exposure control
In this stage, we select the proper short and long ex-

posure times through exposure control to get long and 
short exposure frames from a video camera. In the 
case of conventional video cameras, the automatic ex-
posure (AE) system has a sampling area or the region 
of interest (ROI) to calculate proper exposures. Simi-
larly, we find ROI masks for bright and dark regions of 
the scene, from the current long exposure frame. Using 
these masks, we apply the selecting exposure method[9] 
to control short and long exposure times in each frame. 
According to these exposure times, we obtain the long 
and short exposure video frames. 

Fusion of neighboring frames
This stage has inputs of short and long exposure 

frames obtained from previous stage and outputs HDR 
frames by fusing neighboring exposure frames. There 
are two purposes we want to achieve in this process. 
The first is to extend the dynamic range by combining 
short and long exposure frames. They give us good 
information about the bright or dark regions of the 
scene and it is important to seamlessly fuse those ar-
eas obtained from these frames. We use the pyramid 
based approach to combine temporally adjacent 
frames by using the saturation region mask which is 
the mask of highlighted regions in long exposure 
frames. The second is to handle moving objects to 
remove distortions in HDR output frames. To reduce 
ghosting artifacts by moving objects, we adjust the 
saturation region mask by using the change region 
mask that is obtained by the change detection between 
previous and current long (short) exposure frames. 

3 Exposure Control 

Our exposure control method is similar to the AEC sys-
tem. We find sampling areas or ROI masks for dark 
(bright) regions in a scene and select a long (short) expo-
sure time that shows the visibility of those regions well. 

In this paper, we use the selecting exposure algorithm 
SE(·), as seen in Fig.4, that finds the next exposure time TBBt+1BB

from both the current exposure time TBBtBB and the ROI mask M.
Using this algorithm, we make an average value of the 
mask MBBavgBB converge into the desired intensity IBBdes BB( I). 
For our experiments, we use IBBsat BB= 240, I = 5 and IBBdes BB=
127. In each time, we obtain exposure frames as follows. 

When time t = 0, the long and short exposure times T BBL,1 BB, BB

BBT BBS,1BB are computed by 

0,1 0 ,1( , ),  ( , )L A S AT SE T M T SE T M ,       (1) 

where 

According to these exposure times, we get the long 
and short exposure frames I BBL,1 BB, IBBS,1 BB.

When time t = 1, 2, 3, … , the long and short exposure 
times T BBL,t+1 BB, BB BBT BBS,t+1BB are computed by 

, 1 , , 1 ,( , ),  ( , )tL t L t t S t S tT SE T M T SE T M ,     (2) 
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Figure 3.  Overview of the proposed method 
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where 

According to these exposure times, we get the long 
and short exposure frames I BBL,t+1 BB, IBBS,t+1BB.

Figure 5. Comparison of the fixed exposure case 
(upper row) with the controlled one (bottom row)
under an illuminance change 

Our exposure control gets proper exposure frames un-
der an illuminance change. In Fig.5, we show an example 
of short exposure frames and compare the controlled ex-
posure case with the fixed one that is 1/2 of an auto 
exposure time T BBA BB. When the time is t, we turned on an 
electric light, in front of the scene. 

4 Fusion of Neighboring Frames 

Figure 6.  Flow of the frame fusion process 

We get HDR output frames combining temporally ad-
jacent frames by the pyramid based fusion method[12] 
with a fusion mask. To obtain this fusion mask, we need 
the mask adjustment process which produces saturation 
and change region masks of moving objects. Fig.6 shows 
the flow of the frame fusion process which consists of two 
parts; mask adjustment for handling moving objects and 
fusion of exposure frames. Each part is described in sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2 for the case where the input frames are 
IBBS,t-2 BB, I BBL,t-1BB, IBBS,t-1 BB and IBBL,tBB.

4.1 M ask adjustment for handling moving objects 

We compute the saturation region mask MBBsat,t BB from long 
exposure frame IBBL,tBB using the curve, as shown in Fig.7. 
This saturation region mask MBBsat,tBB is needed for extending 
the dynamic range of output frames. On the curve in Fig.7 
(left), IBBcutBB is the cut-off intensity which is the threshold 
value for the mask MBBsat,tBB. Experimentally, we have found 
that IBBcutBB =127 gives good results. 

We compute the change region mask MBBS,t-1 BB(MBBL,tBB) which 
is the difference map between the previous frame 
IBBS,t-2 BB(I BBL,t-1BB) and the current frame I BBS,t-1 BB(I BBL,tBB), using Eq.(3). 
These change region masks MBBS,t-1 BB and MBBL,tBB, as shown in 
Fig.8, are used for removing ghosting artifacts in output 

frames. 

From Eq.(4), we compute the fusion mask MBBS,t-1+L,t BB that 
is used to fuse the neighboring frames I BBS,t-1 BB and IBBL,t BB.

Figure 7.  Curve for the saturation region mask 
(left) and obtaining the saturation region mask MBBsat,tBB

from long exposure frame IBBL,tBB (right)

Figure 8.  Obtaining the change region masks 
MBBS,t-1 BB and MBBL,tBB from previous and current pairs of 
exposure frames, (IBBS,t-2 BB, I BBS,t-1 BB) and (IBBL,t-1BB, I BBL,tBB)

In the above process, the distortions appear in output 
frames if the change region masks are not used. Fig.9(a) 
shows the artifacts around moving regions in an output 
frame using only the saturation mask MBBsat,tBB. Fig.9(b) is the 
case of using the fusion mask MBBS,t-1+L,t BB and shows that 
ghosting artifacts are reduced in the regions of the paper 
and hand. 

(a)                     (b) 
Figure 9.  Comparison of output frames (a) with-
out moving object handling mask and (b) with 
moving object handling mask 

4.2 Fusion of exposure frames 

We obtain the output frame IBBS,t-1+L,tBB using the pyramid 
based image fusion method[12] with the mask MBBS,t-1+L,t BB . 
The short exposure frame I BBS,t-1 BB has a high effect on the 
output frame I BBS,t-1+L,t BB, if pixel values of the mask MBBS,t-1+L,t BB

are close to zero. In Eq.(4), we converted pixel values of 
the fusion mask MBBS,t-1+L,t BB into zero, if the difference be-
tween exposure frames exists in each pixel. It means that 
we want to show the moving object region of the short 
exposure frame in the output frame I BBS,t-1+L,t BB.
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5 Experimental Results 

In this section, we show results for two different dy-
namic scenes: a bright sheet of paper in Fig.10 and a drive
along a street in Fig.11. We also compared our results with
auto exposure frames in the similar situation. For our ex-
periments, we used a Dragonfly camera from Pt. Grey
Research that has SDK to control shutter times or gains.
The processing time for each HDR video frame (640×480
pixels) is about 2.5 seconds on a 1.53GHz AMD Athlon
XP 1800+ machine.

(a) (top row) Input video with alternating short and 
long exposure times, (bottom row) HDR video

(b) (top row) Auto exposure frames, (middle row)
Our result frames and (bottom row) their corre-
ponding fusion masks.s

Figure 10. Scene of bright sheet of papera

(a) (top row) Input video with alternating short and 
long exposure times, (bottom row) HDR video

(b) (top row) Auto exposure frames, (middle row)
Our result frames and (bottom row) their corre-
ponding fusion maskss

Figure 11. Driving scene

Fig.10(a) and 11(a) show the input video with alternat-
ing short and long exposure times(top row) and the HDR
output frames(bottom row). Fig.10(b) and 11(b) compare
normal frames by AEC setting(top row) with HDR frames
generated using our method(middle row), and also show

the fusion masks(bottom row) corresponding to our re-
sults.

In Fig.10, the scene of a bright sheet of paper, our re-
sults are more visible in both the text on a sheet of paper
and background than the auto exposure version. In Fig.11,
the driving scene, our HDR output frames show good de-
tails in the inside and outside of the car. However, our
results sometimes show ghosting artifacts, because of 
large motions.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an algorithm to generate
HDR video in a stationary video camera system. Our al-
gorithm takes the simple strategy of automatically
controlling exposure times and effectively combines
bright and dark areas in short and long exposure frames,
respectively. We also handle moving objects and reduce
ghost artifacts by adjusting fusion masks which is faster 
and simpler than registering exposure frames.

Our future work is to make a robust system for rapid
motion and illuminance change, and also reduce the com-
putational time to make a real-time system.

… …

……
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